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Wall Street might think of 
itself as ultra-sophisticated 
and run on leading-edge 
technology, but last 

October it was punished for its hubris by 
Mother Nature.

Hurricane Sandy was not the worst 
storm on record, but it proved more 
than a match for residents, businesses 
and regional and national government 
agencies. In its wake, Sandy affected 24 
states, including the entire US eastern 
seaboard from Florida to Maine, the 
Appalachian Mountains and as far as 
Michigan and Wisconsin. Damage in the 
US has been estimated at over $71.4bn.  

The fact that Sandy was downgraded 

to a tropical storm by the time it actually 
arrived in the Northeast was immaterial. 
The damage to New Jersey and New York 
was devastating. For financial services 
firms with any kind of exposure, Sandy 
has raised new questions about business 
continuity and disaster recovery and 
elevated the issue to compelling levels.  

From our vantage point as a 
technology partner to the alternative asset 
management industry, these questions are 
far-reaching and point to a paradigm shift 
in thinking. That a natural phenomenon can 
be of global concern to service providers 
was again  underlined in February by 
the massive explosion of a meteor 
over a remote, industrial region of Russia.

After the storm
Hurricane Sandy devastated lives and wreaked 
havoc on Wall Street prompting a major rethink of 
contingency planning, write Jayesh Punater and 
Patrick Mullevey

Disaster zone: 
Hurricane 
Sandy left 
America’s east 
coast in tatters
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Best-laid plans
Wall Street firms were far from blasé 
about the potential impact of the storm 
in the days leading up to Sandy’s arrival. 
Anticipating the severity of Sandy, 
US trading came to a halt on Monday 
morning, October 29, the first time 
in more than a century that weather 
stopped activity on Wall Street for more 
than 24 hours. Most, firms had some 
kind of business continuity plan in place, 
reflecting the traditional approach to BC/
DR: assessment of risks; analysis of 
business impact; creation and deployment 
of the determined strategy; and general 
maintenance of continuity components.  

Nonetheless, when the storm surge hit 
New York City on October 29, flooding 
streets, tunnels and subway lines and 
cutting power, the technology running 
financial services firms of all sizes was 
brought to its knees. 

The fundamental problem is that 
many business continuity 
plans were 
based on 
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fairly standard assumptions of wide-area 
events likely to result in temporary loss or 
inaccessibility of office facilities or staff. 
Sandy quickly shredded those limited 
assumptions. With the benefit of hindsight, 
we can see where certain aspects of 
planning by financial services firms 
reflected less due diligence on the part 
of those firms and their service providers 
than was appropriate. These realities call 
attention to the need for a radically fresh 
perspective and approach to BC/DR.  

The report card following Sandy has 
exposed a number of critical areas where 
complacency crept into the thinking 
behind BC/DR estimations. It could be 
that the specific nature of the September 
11 attacks may have skewed BC/DR 
conceptual approaches towards an 
undue concentration on human actions, 
diminishing a focus on the destructive 
capacity of natural elements – water and 
wind. We learned of a range of issues 
that impacted on technology providers. 
In some cases, data centres were 
fully operational but travel restrictions 

prevented staff from getting to them. 
Moreover, workers couldn’t access offices 
or data centres remotely due to lack of 
power in their homes.  

A fundamental rethink
What Sandy exposed were the material 
gaps – business contingency “blind spots” 
– that have taken root, despite the best of 
intentions. 

The inability of remote users to 
access core systems has thrown a 
spotlight on the importance of access 
capacity planning. Prior to Sandy, 
most firms’ disaster recovery scenarios 
provided remote access to their critical 
applications to only a fraction of users. 
The wide regional impact of Sandy 
pushed remote access capabilities of 
many service providers and their clients 
to capacity. This highlights the need for 
disaster planning to add to the necessary 
technology and increase the number of  
licences in order to accommodate the 
potentially high volume of remote user 
access that may need to be activated. 

According to the chief operating 
officer of one asset management firm, 
everyone today knows how critical 
multiple locations, redundant systems, 
cloud and other technology bulwarks are 
when looking at business continuity. What 
some may not be aware of, he says, is 
that “you can’t overestimate the variety of 
circumstances in an emergency that can 
potentially hamstring a firm operationally”.

As part of the larger rethink going on 
among service providers and their clients, 
we see several new ways to approach 
BC/DR.

Scenario modelling 
Considering the enormous investment 
in dollars, time and human capital that 
financial services technology platforms 
command, the gaps in threat scenarios 
must become a renewed area of 
attention for service providers. The 
idea that an entire region (in Sandy’s 
case, the tri-state region of New York, 
Connecticut and New Jersey) could be 
crippled must be incorporated into all 
scenarios. A surprising number of firms 
and their technology partners were less 
than thorough in considering geographic 
and market-based interdependencies. 
Equally important is the awareness of 
what a long-term disruption to normal 
business operations – potentially weeks, 
as we saw with Sandy – means to 
recovery efforts.  

Alternative work siting 
Overlooking the implications of a region-
wide power loss had a direct impact 
on the assumptions many businesses 
made about employees working from 
home. In theory, employees with a home 
internet connection can log into their 
offices to conduct business on a virtual 
basis, certainly long enough to bridge any 
temporary loss of power at headquarters. 
But in reality, employees may find 
themselves stranded without electricity, 
let alone network access. And the corner 
Starbucks may be in no better shape.

Regular testing 
Without regular, rigorous testing, effective 
plans cannot be counted on fully in a live 
situation. Comprehensive and persistent 
testing is the only way to generate a rich 
dialogue about unanticipated scenarios.

Communications
Sandy exposed the inability of firms 
to instantly reach certain employees, 
investors and customers. Contingency-
based communication trees that address 
all key stakeholders is an essential 
ingredient in a best-practices BC/DR plan.

Security
Sandy also exposed Wall Street firms 
and their service providers to potential 

“...business 
continuity plans 
were based on 
fairly standard 
assumptions...”

Scourge of Sandy
l 100+ people killed

l  4.6 million without power across 13 states 
and DC

l  139 mph - highest gust of wind - Mt. Wash-
ington, New Hampshire

l 13.88 feet storm surge, Lower Manhattan

l 29 hospitals with power outage, New Jersey

l Estimated US $30-40bn in damage

l  650,000 buildings without power one week 
after Sandy struck

l 70% of crops destroyed in Haiti

l 188,000 homes destroyed in Cuba

Statistics source: BBC and Los Angeles Times

Manhattan was 
brought to a 
standstill. Even 
Wall Street  
was off the grid 
for days
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fraud or cyber attacks. Acting under the 
guise of bogus news stories, donation 
requests, applications for insurance relief 
and change-of-password requests, ‘bad 
actors’ embedded malware into emails 
designed to exploit businesses (and 
private citizens). 

More than 1,000 domain names 
containing “relief” or “Sandy” were 
registered in the immediate aftermath 
of the storm. Many of these sought 
fraudulent donations. Cyber attackers, 
meanwhile, target vulnerable systems, 
such as firm networks as they are 
switched between back-up servers 
and VoIP services. Validating security 
readiness before switching to back-up 
sites is crucial. Some sites may be 
vulnerable due to outdated security 
patches and anti-virus software.

Third-party preparedness
With Sandy, we saw cloud service 
providers thrust into the critical role of 
sustaining clients through extraordinary 

circumstances. However, many cloud 
service providers and IT network operation 
centres struggled to cope with the surge in 
help requests to bring networks back up. 
For this reason, firms have come to see 
the importance of thorough due diligence 
in selecting cloud and third-party partners, 
and carefully assessing cloud-readiness of 
BC/DR contingencies.  

Enterprise risk redefined
As a result of the ‘Great White Hurricane’ 
blizzard of 1885, New York began placing 
its telegraph and telephone infrastructure 
underground to protect it against future 
superstorms. (Lesson learned 130 
years later: underground 
is not necessarily safe). 
Similarly, the lessons that 
Sandy taught Wall Street 
firms and their technology 
providers have far-reaching 
implications, constituting 
a “new normal” for 
BC/DR.

Perhaps more 
than anything, 
BC/DR planning 
as a result of 
Sandy can no 
longer be seen as a “set-it-and-
forget-it” concept. Contingency 
programmes must be viewed as 

dynamic, ‘living’ documents that must 
be continually refreshed and updated – 
at least semi-annually. This is essential 
to ensure that they account for changes 
within a particular firm as well as for 
macro changes in terms of potential 
natural and human-posed threats, public 
health threat scenarios, rapidly changing 
technological developments and changes 
in human capital within an organisation. 
In sum, the concept of risk management 
must be reimagined. What we are talking 
about is nothing less than enterprise risk 
redefined.

Increasingly, threats from within 
must be factored into BC/DR planning. 
Employee sabotage is not only a constant 
potential threat, but bears increasing 
ramifications as firms grow assets under 
management and gain institutional 
profiles and exposure. Another important 
consideration post-Sandy is the fact that 
hedge funds and alternatives are growing 
into a mainstream investment component 
of pension funds, endowments and, 
increasingly, the portfolios high net worth 
individuals. 

The incredible complexity and 
sophistication of powerful computing 
platforms, applications, data networks 
and voice systems places a greater 

responsibility than ever on the 
providers of technology solutions 
such as cloud and operational risk 
and infrastructure services. 

The bottom line is that Sandy 
ushered in a new world order for 
business continuity and disaster 
recovery. The question, which had 

been hiding in plain sight, 
is obvious: Are you really 
ready? n

Jayesh Punater is ceo and 
Patrick Mullevey is executive 

director at New York-based 
technology and co-sourcing services 
firm, Gravitas

“Sandy also exposed 
Wall Street firms... 
to potential fraud  
or cyber attacks”
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